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1. Introduction 

This document is a short introduction about how to use GADD Analytics web dashboards.  

In the chapters below we are referring to the dashboards in our Demo Portal. We believe that 
the best way of learning how to navigate in the dashboards is to do some “hands-on” training 
having this guide alongside! 

Our Demo Portal is available at this address: http://gadd-web03.cloudapp.net:88/site/Samples   

Welcome to GADD Analytics Demo Portal! 

2. Solution 

GADD Analytics is the name of our customized solutions designed for retrieving, processing 
and presenting data. Currently we develop business modules within the categories; Sales, 
Customer, Logistics, BNO & HR and Insurance. 

GADD Analytics consists of interactive web dashboards that can be used on any device that has 
a web browser. A dashboard can be very simple and very complex. It can consist of one or 
several elements, e.g. grid, pie, chart, cards, and maps. These elements support filtering and drill 
down.  

2.1. GADD Analytics Dashboard Portal 

The dashboards are organized in a Dashboard Portal where most often a “tile” represents a 
dashboard. Tiles can also be used to link to another portal, help, a document, a video etc. 

Fig. The GADD Analytics Demo Dashboard Portal. 
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3. Data in the Dashboard 

The data in the dashboard can be steered in several ways. The dashboard designer decides 
already when designing the dashboard which data that should be retrieved into the dashboard by 
default. This is done by setting default selection parameters in the dashboard filter. The default 
selection parameters are used when the dashboard is opened the first time.   

You can change the default parameters by opening the Dashboard Filter and saving your own 
selection parameters. Your selection parameters will then be used the next time you open the 
dashboard.  

Once the data is loaded into the dashboard you can use filter and drill down functionality in the 
dashboard elements. The filtering is most often related in the way that if you click on a filter in 
one element this is also applies for the elements in the other elements in the dashboard. A drill 
down only has effect on the element when you do the drill down, i.e. it is not saved next time 
when you open the dashboard. 

Note! To get information about activated filters and element options: 

✓ Open the Dashboard Filter (FILTER) in the main Menu to see selection parameter values (A). 

✓ “Mouse over” the filter icon in the Title Area (B). 
 

 

3.1. Export Data 

Data is preferably exported using; 

✓ Export of data in Element - Export of data in selected element, i.e. the element where you 
click on the Export Element option. (see section: 4.2) 
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4. Main Parts in the Dashboard 

A dashboard consists of the following three main parts; 

✓ Title Area (Red area) 

✓ Elements including Element Options (Blue areas) 

✓ Dashboard Filter (Located in the main menu) (Green area) 
 

Fig. Main parts in a dashboard. 

 

 
Fig. Dashboard Filter. 
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4.1. Title Area 

The Title Area is most often visible in the top of the dashboard, but can be designed to be 
hidden. The Title Area contains the dashboard name and information about which element 
options that are active. 

Note! Mouse-over the filter icon to view active element filtering.  

 

4.2. Element Options 

Elements represent the main part of the dashboard. There are different element types, e.g. grid, 
pie, chart, pivot, tree map, card and gauges. Elements can have element options, e.g. drill down, 
multi-select and export. These are located in the upper right corner, showing when hoovering 
with the mouse over the element. 

 

When clicking on a row to drill down (filter) this filter icon is displayed. Click on the 
filter icon to remove filter. 

 

Click on the multi-select icon to activate multi-select, e.g. to select several rows in a 
grid. The icon is blue when activated. Click on the multi-select icon to deactivate. 

 
Click on icon to export the content in a specific element to pdf, image or Excel. 

 

Click on icon to select measurement. Some elements, e.g. cards, maps and gauges, 
support multiple measurements. 

Fig. Hoover with the mouse over a dashboard element to display the element options. 
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4.3. Dashboard Filter 

When you open a dashboard the data is loaded without any filtering, i.e. you have access to all 
available data. Using the Dashboard filter you can steer what data that is loaded into the 
dashboard. If you change the parameters in the Dashboard Filter and click on the Update 
button then the dashboard data will be re-loaded. 

The dashboard remembers the latest parameters you have used. You can reset the parameters by 
clicking on the Reset option. 
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4.4. Main Menu 

The main Menu is located in the upper right corner of the dashboard and always includes 
Dashboard Filter, Export, Help and Log out-button. Other links are optional and can be 
customized. 

The GADD Analytics demo portal includes the following menu choices: 

✓ Filter - Dashboard Filter (see section: 4.3) 

✓ Export - Export function for exporting all data in the dashboard. 

✓ Help - Information about the different dashboards in the business module. 

✓ Dashboard Navigation - Short info about dashboard element options and filters.  

✓ About GADD - Link to information about GADD Analytics. 

✓ Log in/Log out - GADD Analytics supports both users that are logged in and not logged in. 
If you are not logged in you have only access to dashboards that not require login.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


